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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

May 25, 1971

MEMORANDUM, FOR MRS. GARMENT'S HUSBAND

FROM: ROBERT KRAHIGIAN

If you don't watch out you will soon shatter the image of the Administration as being one of short-haired squares. Escorting dark and exotic women to Washington social functions is a serious breach of Administration decorum.

Going to see HAIR was a serious enough problem (cf. William Loeb, Manchester Union Leader), but the newest is likely to place in total jeopardy the Southern Strategy (cf. Harry Dent).
MEMORANDUM FOR MRS. GARMENT'S HUSBAND

FROM: KEN KHACHIGIAN

If you don't watch out you will soon shatter the image of the Administration as being one of short-haired squares. Escorting dark and exotic women to Washington social functions is a serious breach of Administration decorum.

Going to see HAIR was a serious enough problem (cf. William Loeb, Manchester Union Leader), but the newest is likely to place in total jeopardy the Southern Strategy (cf. Harry Dent).